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work was very moderate, being only £122 per lineal foo~ j the depth
of water being 35 feet, and the average cross section 5400 square
feet.
Of the three examples given above, the work at Marseilles is
undoubtedly the best, the careful arrangement of the materials,
combined ;witli the large concrete blocks, has effectually prevented
the disturbance of the foreshore, so marked in the case of Alderney
and Rolyhead. Although, at the same time, it must be remembered
that the tide at Ma t'seilles is all but imperceptible, and the works
are therefore not subj ect ed to the maximum effect of the waves to
the same extent as in the other cases, where there is a large range of
tide.
Before describing the system of construction for breakwaters
that has been pronounced by the English Select Committ ee on
H arbour AC:Jommo::lation as the best syst em of const ruction for
breakwaters, it is proposed to describe two works that stand preeminent among engineering failures, and to point out what appears
to be the lesson to be learned from this dearly bought experience.
The Wick breakwater (Plate 11, fig. 9) was commenced in 1863. Th e
outer exposed part of the breakwater was founded on a rubble
mound at a level of 18 feet below low water of spring tides, and was
carried up to th e level of 11 feet above high water where it was 43
feet in breadth.
In a severe st orm in F ebruary, 18'70, this work
was greatly damaged, and it has since been all but complet ely
C:J;noli~h ed by the action of the waves.'
It is recorded that in 1872
a huge monolithic block of concrete, weighing .in all 1,3150 tons, was
moved bodily out of its position and carried t o the lee of the breakwater, and in 1873 a block of 2600 t ons was similarly displaced.
W ick is, no doubt, a very exposed bay, and this failure has been
attributed to the abnormal force of the waves ,moving these large
blocks bodily out of place, but after a very car eful study of t he
hist ory of this failure, the author thinks the balance of evidence goes
to prove that the initial cause of this failu re was t he unequal
settlement and displacement of the rubble base under the action of
the exceptioually heavy waves, causing the superstructure t o t ake a
list to leeward, and subsequentlY to slide off the foundation course.
The experience at Alderney gives strong evidence t hat the tendency
of the waves is to cause the rubble base t o settle unevenly in the
way above described, and as there , was . no bond between the upper
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part <:>f the work and the foundation course of concrete blocks/.it is
not difficult to imagine that in the event of unequal settlement the
force of the waves, assisted by the force of gravity on the inclined
plane, would be more.than enough to slide the superstructure off the
foundation course.
The second case is the harbour of Madras. It was proposed to
construct a large artificial harbour on the coast of Madras. The
breakwat ers ' were constructed of a double row of concrete .blocks
(each block weighing about 27 tons) founded on a rubble base, at a
depth of 22 feet b low low water (Plate 11, fig: 10.) This work was all
but complet ed when a violent cyclone in November, 188 1, disturbed
the foundation mound 22 feet below low water, and scooped out the
materials, a large portion of the wOl'k being thus destroyed,
.This
partial destruction of the works is attributed to the above settle·
ment of t he rubble I)lound and the imperfect bonding of the
concrete blocks.
It is recorded that laterite rubble, 150 Ibs. per cubic foot, in
blo'cks varying t rom 5 Ibs. to 2 cwt., composing the mound at
Madras were 'removed at depths exceeding 40 feet by the cyclonic
ground swell.
These examples show t hat when breakwaters nre ccnstructed on
rapidly shelving coasts the action of the waves extends to a much
g reat er depth than was formerly supposed. In the case of Wick the
depth of. water rapidly increases seaward, and the bay is of a V
shape, t hus giving every facility for an undulating wave to be
converted into one of translation as it approaches the shore.
The
coast at Madras also shelves very rapidly, thus affording a similar
opportunity for t he nature of the waves to be changed, and it seems
uot at all improbable that in times of great storms the whole body
of water under such circumsiiances would be more or less in motion,
thus greatly .increasing the destructive force on a rubble base.
These works were designed by engineers of great eminence and
experience, and in referring to these failures it is simply with the
obj ect of pointing out the lesson to be learned from their experience,
for, if there is One branch of engineering more than another where
the works of others require ca reful study in order to make the best
use of past experience, it is in the construction of sea works, and
there is often more to be learned from a careful study of a failure
than from the record of many successes,
..
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The consideration of the cpnstruction of breaKwaters built up
solid from the bottom of the sea will conclude this part of the
subject. Speaking of tIns system the Select Committee of the
House of Commons, reporting on H arbour Accommodation, expresses
the following opinion :- " Your , committee have examined many
eminent engineers, and have been much impressed with the practical
unanimity of opinion expressed by them that the be!!t syst em of
constr:uction for piers and breakwaters is to be fou nd in building
them up in solid monolithic walls of concrete.
Different engineers
,have different methods of effecting this obj ect, but whether, as at
N ewlJaven, the system is adopted of sinking the concrete in bags, or
whether, as recommend'e d by Mr. R endel, by means of caissons, or
whether building it up without such assistance round,a staging, as
adopted by .:Mr. Strype at Wicklow, or whether by the system
adopted by Mr, Dyce Cay, at Abe rde~m , they are una nimous in
declaring that the new ~ystem is far preferable to the older syst e.f.!1
ot r ubble or pierre pe1'liu foundation ."
.
The special advant age of a solid vertical wall. over a long slope
for a 'breakwater is, that on the long slope system, wav'es of 0 cillation
are converted into ones of translation as they advance up the slope ;
whereas, wit h a vertical wall, they si~ply expend their force by
rising up against the wall, and are deflected on to the waves
approaching the works, as explained in t he early part of the paper.
The amount of material in a vertical breakwater is very much less
than in a long slope breakwat er.
,

.

Before Portland cement had been brought to its present high
quality, and thus affording a cheap material by whlch reliable
concrete could be manufactured, the difficulties of constructing a
breakwater on the vertical system were very great. The cost of
dressing and setting large stones rendered this syst em all but
impracticable on a?count of the great cost.
The pier at Dover is an example of thls system, it being
constru cted with.n early upright ides from the bottom (Plate ll, fig.ll.)
Th choice of this form was, it is said, in duc~d by the want of
suitable stone in the district necessitating the carriage of stone from
a long distance. The mat erial below low water was put ill place
with _tpe aid ' of diving apparatus, and t he work wa.s, of course,
expensive, costing £290 per lillello} foot £01' the fil'st contract of 800
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lineal feet, and for the second contract let in 1854, £415 per lineal
foot. It is constructed with granite facings and a breasting of
rectangula t' blocks of Portland cement and shingle concrete up to a
little abo.e Imlf-tide level j above this the filling consisted of liquid
concrete. The pier, though at present it is essentially a landing
pier, is intended ultimately to be' extended so as to form a harbour of
refuge. It is formed -with a uniform batter ,on each side, and is in
section about 80 feet wide at the base, and 42 feet at the top, comprising a roadway 30 feet wide, and a heavy parapet on the seaward '
side. It· s founded 45 feet below low water ruark.
Another example of the vertical system is the breakwater
enclosing the harbour at the entrance to the Amsterdam ship canal.
This work is of special interest on account of the treacherous nature
of the foundations,
The north and sOl).th breakwaters enclosing the harbour are
each nearly 1550 met res (169'5 yards), or together ne~rly t wo miles
long. They shelt-er an area of about 250 acres, through the centre
of which a channel 225 metres (738 feet) wide has been dredged ~
At t he landward end this channel has at its junction with the canal
a guide pier on each side, t he northernmost being called the North
Mole, and the southernmost the South Mole, each being 335 metres
(366 yards) long.
The north and south breakwat ers are similar in design (Plate 11
fig. 12). They were built on a ver~y unfavorable foundation, consisting of very fine sand.

It wa attempt ed in the first place to constrl;lct them by a
staging of screw piles, but a slight disturbance of the sea excavated
a hole round the piles, laying them bare or sufficiently so t o destroy
the staging. This plan was abandoned, and it was then tried, after
partii111y excavating the sand, to set the concrete blocks by an overhanging travelling crane, which was to advance on the pier as the
work was brought up. It was hoped t hat when the bottom blocks
had been et they would, notwithstanding the disturbance of the
sand, fo r m a bed which could be levelled, and upon which the
strllcture could be raised. This mode of procedure did not an swer.
It was then determined to sub titute for the bottom course a layer
of loose material consisting for the most part of basalt from the
Dl'I1chenfels~ and limestone from Belgi~m, thrown in as r3ndom work.
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This WitS the plan finally adopted to secure a foundation. The mound
of stone was deposited about 1 m'e tre (3! feet) thick, and to a width
about three times that of the pier at the base, so that when, by the
disturbance of the sea, 3: trench was excavat ed at the sides of the
mound, as was always the case,' the loose deposit fell into the hollow
until the normal slope was attained, leaving a central portion upon
which to build the pier. By this plan when the piers advanced, the
trench, which in places had been no less than 14 or 15 feet deep,
gradually filled up. The stones of the deposit varied in size from
about one cubic foot and under. In levelling the deposit for the
reception of the first course of block work, the interstices were filled
with hard broken bricks, big shingle, or stone broken to sizes of
!tbout 3 inches square. When possible the deposit was exposed for
twelve months to the action of the sea before being built upon, by
which time the surface became covered with mussels, and was very
hard, so that it was difficult to disturb it by iron bars or
otherwise.
The concrete blocks of which the chief portion of the solid
structure of the piers is composed varied in weight fi'om 6 tons to 12
tons, and were made of one measure of Portland cement, three
measures of coarse river sand, and five measures of shingle, the sand
bei?g obtained from the Rhine at V:reeswijk, and the shulgle being
dredged from the Rhille chiefly in the neighbourhood of Nymegan.
The concret e blocks were put in place for the most ,part by
overhanging travelling cra nes, there being olle such crane
or "Titan" to each break)vater. Several designs of I ' Titan " were
tried, which generally answered very well, but the north breakwater
being more exposed, it was decided after the works had been considerably advanced and two" Titans " had been swept away, to employ
a steam' travelling crane, which was run out to its work by a locomotive engine, and brought back evel'y 'evening for security in
case of storms.
p~)Werful

T)le rubble deposit was levelled and the blocks under water laid
by divers. Laying the blocks was much facilitated by the use of a
self-disengaging apparatus designed by Mr. Hutton. Below low
water t he blocks wel'e set dry, but above low wat er they' were set in
Portland cement mortar, and were well cla mped together. The upper
portion of the structure WaS formed of concrete en masse,
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The pier heads are square with rounded corners, and are 1
metre (3 i feet) higher than the adjoining length of pier; which sl6pe~
up to the head with a gradient of 1 in 100. The hel;lods are in line
witl}. t he piers on t he seaward side, but on the harbour side they have
a proj ection of six feet.
The concret e mixers were designed by t he contractor , and
am ' ..-ered perfectly. Similar mixers had before b.een used by Messrs.
Lee in the construction of the Admiralty P ie.r at Dover. When the
piers were originally designed, t he information supplied as to the
rise of the tides wa in:;J.cc]ltate, the tidal range being at times much
greater than was t h&tl assllmed. Partly in conseqnence of this t he
design proved t oo near the margin- of safety for a 'lea work, and
when t he breakwaters were considerably advanced seawards, the
wave breaker on the sea side was added, . The extent of t he wave
breaker on each breakwater was determined by the degree of ·exposure..
It begins about 100 !lletres (328 feet ) nearer the coast line on the
nortb breakwater than on the sout h breakwater, on account of the
former being' exposed t o seas somewhat heavier than the latter.
Gales of wind affecting the breakwater being from the south-west
and strike upon the south breakwater, and almost invariably end from
the north-west , striking on t he north breakwater, the latter part of
·t he gale being generally more .d estructive than the former.
The wave-breaker consists of concrete blocks depositR,d perdu ;
t he weight of the lower blocks is about 10 tons, and of the upper
block s 20 tons These blocks are disturbed by t he sea until they
form ~ slope of about 1 ~ to 1. The cost of these breakwaters, including t he wave bre~k er was about £107 per foot forward.

.

.

The south bre8ikwat e.r at A berdeen is another example of this
.system. !tis 1050 feet in length, ina depth 9f water of 22 feet 3 inches
at the head, low water pring t ide. The total height at the head is
40 feet, and the breakwater stands 11 feet above high water, with a
rise of tide of 12 feet 9 inches. At the shore end thE.l width at the
top is 30 feet, and (Plate 11, fig. 13) nea,r t he outer en? it is 35 feet;
t he bat ter at the sides.i~ It inches t o 1 foot . The founda~ions rest
on granite rock, on boulders and gravel, .and ,on clay mixe.d with
gravel. Upon t he ground which ;was cleared of loose stones and
sand,. a layer of bags 'of concrete was . deposited. The bags of con_
'r:ret e, each holding five t ons, were lowered in wrought iron' skips, the
" .'.
,

..
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bottoms of which were on hinges, and were opened to let the bags
fall when they were into position. E ach bag was flattened out,
and when it stood too high it was beat en down; or if partially set,
cnt down. 8mall holes in the surface were filled with bagS' deposited
by hand. The proportions of the concrete were, 1 of cement, 2~ of
sand, and 3~ of gravel.
For a length of 393 feet, extending to low water, and to the
edge of the rocky foreshore, the brea~watel' was built of liquid
concrete deposited in place in frames or cases. The upper portion of
the breakwater, from a depth of 18 feet, ·was likewise constructed of
liquid concrete to the head of the breakwater. E ach piece of con~
crete, as la.id, extended completely across the breakwater, and the
lengths of pieces were fpom 8 feet to 31 feet, making pieces weighing
from 305 to 1300 tons. In the construction of the larger pieces,
blocks of concrete were thrown into the mass. The concrete was
compo&ed of 4 of sand! and 5 of gravel, to 1 of cement.
From the bag work in the foundations up to 1 foot above low
water of neap tides, where the liquid concrete work just described
was commenced, the work was composed of blocks of concrete 4 feet
high and usually 6 feet wide, weighing from 10! tons to 24 tons.
The composition of these blocks was the same as that of the concrete
just · described.
Large rough pieces of broken stone were lllCOl:porated.
An apron of concrete was placed along the seaward side of the
foundations, consisting of 15 bags of concrete, containing 100 tons
each, to obviate the chance of damage from undermining by the sea.
The work was commenced in 1869, and ccnnpleted, with a lighthouse, in 1873. The net total cost, including the charge for plant
and sea-staging, amounted to £6 8,000, being at the ' rate of £6 5. per
lineal foot.
This work illustrates the great advantage to be gained by the use
of concrete, both as regards the time taken to constr~ct the works
and their cost, which, considering the amount of bad weather on this
part of the coast, and the substantial nature of the work, must be
considered very moderate.
I n the above examples of the vertica,l &ystem the method of
. construotion has involved the use of expensive cranes, and the con;
structures can hardly be considered monolithic as the separate blocks
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below water being set dry are therefo re depending upon their own
weight, and the superincumbent weight of the upper part of t he
structure for their stability, and to a certain extent the j oints may
be looked upon as lines of weakness.
A description will now be given of some of the most recent·
examples of the monolithic system, and its special adv~ntages pointed
out.
The small fishing harbour of Buckie on the E ast Coast of Scotland has recently been prot ected by a breakwater built on a very
exposed site on a rocky bottom. This breakwat er is a very good
example of a monolithic breakwater ; it is constructed throughout of
Portland cement concrete built in situ, the material being deposited
between timber framework planked inside, made and erected to suit
the various sections of the wor~ . The planking was lined inside
with several thicknesses of jute cloth, to prevent the cemen't being
washed out. Although the timber was of greatstrensth it was on
several occasions washed down by the· sea during the progress of the
work, but in spite of these mishaps the work was successfully completed at a moderat e cost, the amount spent on plant b3ing very
small. - The rise and fall of tide at Buckie is about 1 i feet.
The breakwater at N ewhaven now being car ried out under Mr.
F. D. Banister, M. l nst., C.E., and in accordance with his plans, is
constructed of Portland cement concrete, on a system t hat was
c'arried out t o a minor degree at Aberdeen, but whi ch has been very
successfully carried out at N ewhaven, at a comparatively very low
cost.
The foundation is formed by sinking bags of soft concrete,
weighing 100 tons each, from a steam hopper barge which is put
under a concrete mixing machine in the interior of the harbour, and
in the space of 20 minutes the 100 t on bag is filled. 'fhe men 01.
board immediately sew up the t op of the bag while the barge is
passing from the inner harbour to the side of the breakwater. It
then steams slowly across the line of the breakwater, and at a given
moment a man lining it on the centre of the breakwat er gives the
signal, t he hopper is struok, and the bag descends into its place.
The system goes on constantly, and the material being in a soft
stat e accommodates itself to the concrete already set at the bottom, and
.forms one homogenous mass. The work is t!:ras brought up to low-

I
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wat er mark. The bags are fou nd to bind together in one complete
mass and form a solid rock. When the bags have been depo~ited,
and the work brought· up t o about one foot above low water mark
so that the men can just work upon them without being washed, the .
·surface is formed and a framing erected for t he superstructure, the
frame is lined with timber work, and the concrete mixing machine is
t aken along t he breakwater very nearly to it extremity and tips
the concl'ete int o waggons which run down to the framing and shoot
in the material between the frames, t he work is thus brought ~p to
a height of t en feet above high-water mark.
The breakwater is forty-two feet wide at the bottom and
thirty-two feet at the top. The depth of water is from 15 to 16 feet
at low tide, and the work is t o be extended out to a depth of I S feet.
The rise and fall of t he tide at N~wh aven is 20 feet spring and 15
feet neap t ides.
The cost of the concrete, including plant, averaged 15s. per cubic
yard in place. The proportion of the concrete a re one of Portland
cement, five parts of shingle and t wo of sand.
The lOO-ton bags of concrete are 42 feet long j each bag th erefore being the full widt h of the breakwater. The bags are made of
jute cloth, and are double t hickness at the bottom.
The average cross section of t he breakwat er is I S40 square feet ,
and the cost of the work has averaged £ 57 per foot forward.
The nature of the bottom is sand on clay and chalk, t he surface
of the clay and chalk is overlaid by about t wo feet of sand.
The breakwater at Wicklow (Plate 12; fig. 14 ) recently constructed
-under t he harbour engineer, Mr. W illiam George Strype, Assoc.
M, lnst ., O.E., is a. work of great interest on account of the nov~l
syst('rn upon which it has been carried out, and its small cost.
The breakwater has a total length of 750 feet. The depth of
water at low water spring t ide is I S feet a.t the head. The l!se and
fall of the tide is about 9 feet. This work t~ok about 2t yea.rs to
construct. The following is t he plan upon which this work was
oarried out :-A central stage,was first formed on which the engines,
the waggons and the cranes ran. The st age was extended in advanoe
of the work to about half the length of t he break wat er, and the staging t restles seoured by means of a pad of ooncrete, which is shown
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.upon Plate 12, fig. 14. (1). A pad of about 70 or 80 tons of concrete
being deposited, the trestles thus secured :He carried (as will be
.seen by the elevation) a long dis tance in advance of the general
progress of the work. As soon as the st:1ging was .secured by this
'means a large mound of concrete was deposited as shown in Plate 12,
fig. 14 (2); this mound of concrete representing about two-thirds of
the volume of the solid structure below low water. This mound
steadied the staging very considerably, l!-nd also admitted of very
rapid progress in the construction of the work. During the construction 'of the mound as much as 2000 tons of concrete were
,d eposited in a week, and fo r a small work that is considered a very
remarkable pace at which to lay concrete. Upon the mound an
outside deposit of concrete was added to the form of the breakwat er,
as shown by Plate 12, fig. 14 (3), by means of a panel rendered heavy
so as t o make it sink. This deposit was raised to ' within three feet
of low water line.- The difficulty of this syst em of construction is
more when you get near to t he level of low water. At low water
.the disturbing waves are apt to wash t he cement out of the concrete
before it is' set. By putting the first stretch of panel within three
feet of low wat er, the fi rst profile toe can be deposited or formed as
. shown in the figure. A s soon as t hat sets, which it does in a day or
two, a second panel is placed in position, as shown in Plate 12, fig. 14
(4), and the profile of the work is carried up above the level of high
water. For this part of the work it is necessary to select very calm
water so as to avoid disturbance of the work; this being th~ most
trying part of the work. 'While the structure is being formed, as
shown in Plat e 12, fig. 14 (4), the ilfside is carried up to the height of
low water as shown in Plate 12, fig. 14 (5) the work being over low
water mark is quite easy. Plat e 12, fig. 14 (6) shows the building of
the superstructure which can be readily accomplished.
The concrete used at Wicklow was made of gravel and sand
obtained by dredging, the mat erial being remarkably good; the
proportion of cement to gravel and sand was one of cement to six of
gravel and sand for the face, and one of cement to seven of gravel
and sand for the inside of t he work. The concrete for the submerged
portion of the work was mixed dry, and left to find its own water .on
submersion.
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The volume of the breakwater' is about 40' cubic 'yards per foot
run, a.nd the cost of the work is about 17s. 3d. per cubic yard; the
works therefore costing under £40 per foot run. The breakwater is
built on a marl bottom.
The system adopted at Wicklow, anti by which the breakwater
was successfully carried out, possesses several points of peculiar
interest. Firstly: compared with most other works of its class, th·e
appliances used were of t he simplest and cheapest description; no
heavy cranes or special barges being required; secondly, in the
event of a storm during the pl"Ogress of the work, the mischief done
would be simply confined to washing away the unset concrete which
could be replaced wit hout difficulty. There seems good reason to
believe that where works are carried out on tllis system the amount
of loss resulting from the washing away of the unset concrete, even in
an exposed position, would be a less serious item than the cost of the
heavy plant required for setting large blocks or depositing bags of
large capacity, and with care . and judgment on the part of those
entrusted with the work, the loss could be reduced t o a minimulll,
and a good rate of progress secured.
. From a study of the above imperfect history of the progress
that has been made in the science of constructing breakwaters, with a view to the arrival of a sound conclusion as to
the best method of carrying out works of this class on the coast of'
New South Wales, t he author is of opinion that there can be little
question as t o the advantage of the monolithic system, b6th as regards
economy in fi rst cost , and freedom from disturbance after completion ; as, eyen in the case ,of a sandy bottom, works on this
principle can be successfully carried out if similar precaut ions are
t aken to those fou!ld n ecessary in the breakwaters at the entrance
to the Amsterdam canal.
It must also be remembered t hat, with t he small range of tide
along our coast, the difficulties of construction would be reduced,
and for a given low-water depth the bulk of material required would
he much less than in the case of most of the works r eferred to,
where thE;l range of tide varies from 10 to 20 feet , as against our
tidal range of from 3 to 5 feet .
.
A gain, comparing the average number of days, when the sea is
sufficient ly calm to enable works of this class to be carried on, it
must be admit ted that N ew South W ale.5 is by no means unfaVOtll'a bly placed.

